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CES 2011: Converged big-box customers' need for physical data
center relieved Wednesday, January 5th, 2011 by Todd Blankenship,
Editor of Data Center Knowledge At the big-box retailer's CES press
event, we found the company's description of its strategy to offer
customers a consolidated data center, a DCO as it was called, to be
positive and even a little novel. In our conversations with several
customers, however, many said they would very much appreciate a
consolidated data center. “Let's put the data center back where it
belongs: in the merchant's backroom,” said Scott Guthrie, SVP of
merchant services, chargebacks, and analytics at Wal-Mart, at a
keynote presentation here Tuesday. “DCOs will produce benefits for
customers and generate significant savings for us, as you've seen in
our data centers.” Guthrie said that customers who want the benefits
of the consolidation all along will have them. Consolidated DCOs
were the hot new thing at the big-box retailer's DCO event, held in
conjunction with the show, in January 2010. The DCO strategy is
gaining momentum among big-box retailers as a way to increase the
efficiency of their data centers and ease the management of their
systems and IT. At Wal-Mart, they still run all their data center
operations and manage their software and hardware from their home
office. Wal-Mart's DCO portfolio stands at around 800,000 square
feet, including over 200,000 square feet of DCO, with the number
growing as it grows its portfolio. The traditional way of doing things is
to have DCOs run a fully deployed data center, including servers,
storage and networking, which may be as big as the retailer's own
operation. They then manage those systems. The biggest problem
with this approach is that it takes time and people to roll out
changes, add capacity and everything else, then roll back when the
hardware that caused the problem is fixed, and they need more
capacity. With DCOs, only software and basic hardware changes are
needed, and there is minimal impact on the original hardware, which
means no rollbacks are needed, according to Steve Caldwell, director
of advanced solutions at Wal-Mart. The company has run several of
these pre-builds, including one in Seattle in 2010, and he said the
process has worked well. “This transition to DCOs is not about giving
up the data
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